A METHOD FOR ADAPTIVE WAVELET FILTERING OF SPEECH SIGNALS BASED ON DAUBECHIES FILTERS WITH MINIMIZATION OF ERRORS IN FINDING OPTIMAL THRESHOLDS

Abstract—The paper deals with the problem of adaptive wavelet filtering of speech signals based on Daubechies filters with minimization of errors in finding optimal threshold values. This approach is similar to estimating a speech signal by averaging it using a kernel that is locally adapted to the smoothness of the signal. In this case, a set of coupled mirror filters decomposes the speech signal in a discrete domain according to the orthogonal Daubechies wavelet basis into several frequency bands. Noise removal of speech signals is performed as a complete cutoff of the wavelet transform coefficients based on the assumption that their small amplitude values are noise. Thus, in the Daubechies wavelet basis, where coefficients with large amplitude correspond to abrupt changes in the speech signal, such processing preserves only the intermittent components originating from the input speech signal without adding other components caused by noise. In general, by equating small coefficients to zero, we perform adaptive smoothing that depends on the smoothness of the input speech signal. By keeping the coefficients of large amplitude, we avoid smoothing out sharp drops and preserve local features. Performing this procedure on several scales leads to a gradual reduction of the noise effect on both piecewise smooth and discontinuous parts of the speech signal. In view of this, the main task of the study is to adaptively generate micro-local thresholds, which will reduce the impact of additive noise on the pure form of the speech signal. Thus, as a result of our work, we have proved the feasibility of developing the presented method of wavelet filtering of speech signals with adaptive thresholds based on Daubechies wavelet analysis, which minimizes the loss of speech intelligibility and allows for noise removal depending on the properties and physical nature of the processed data.

Index Terms—Speech signals; filtering of speech signals; adaptive wavelet filtering; wavelet transform; wavelet coefficients; thresholding of wavelet coefficients; optimal threshold values.

I. INTRODUCTION

Classical methods for cleaning speech signals from noise and extracting the true waveform are Fourier analysis methods. However, their insufficient ability to localize signal singularities and the need to introduce data windows in the time domain with subsequent spectrum blurring limits the use of Fourier analysis algorithms and causes a reasonable movement of speech signal processing practice and theory towards methods that provide better frequency and time resolution [1].

Daubechies wavelet functions are distinguished by the property of frequency-temporal localization of speech signals, have fast computing algorithms, and, in the conditions of non-stationarity of the analyzed speech signals and the presence of a forced background with unknown parameters, such as noise, are the most preferable basis for solving the problems of noise removal and restoration of the pure form of speech signals [2].

Cleaning speech signals from noise using Daubechies wavelet analysis is also a complex and challenging task. The basis of this class of methods is thresholding (trimming), which details the coefficients of the wavelet decomposition [3].

The threshold cutoff of the wavelet coefficients acts as a filter, and the choice of the quantization
model, threshold value, and type of thresholding function is similar to the choice of filter characteristics [4].

Processing of the detail wavelet coefficients is based on the fact that the detail coefficients are spectral coefficients of the input speech signal and are of high-frequency nature. They localize small-scale changes in the speech signal not only in the time domain but also in the frequency domain [5].

The classical thresholding scheme for noise reduction has several drawbacks that significantly reduce the effectiveness of its application to non-stationary speech signals under uncertainty. Setting, for example, small values of the global threshold preserves the background components of the speech signal and leads to only a slight increase in the signal-to-noise ratio. At the same time, setting large threshold values entails the loss of wavelet coefficients, which can be important for restoring the cleaned form of the speech signal [6].

This circumstance is another argument in favor of using adaptive algorithms for speech signal denoising based on Daubechies wavelet analysis.

II. LITERATURE ANALYSIS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

The wavelet transformation of a short-term segment of a mathematically modeled speech signal \( u(t) \) consists in its decomposition into a series by basic wavelet functions, which ensures the expansion of the corresponding spectrum by coordinate and frequency. To cover the entire speech signal with short wavelets, shift and scale transformation procedures are used. As a result, the speech signal is represented by a set of parametric wavelet functions that depend on frequency (scale) and coordinate (offset). Mathematically, this is expressed as follows [7], [8]:

\[
u(t) = \frac{1}{a_i C_\psi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} W \left( \frac{a-b}{a_i}, \frac{b}{a_i} \right) \psi \left( \frac{t-b}{a} \right) \, da \, db,
\]

\[W(a,b) = \frac{1}{a} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} u(t) \psi \left( \frac{t-b}{a} \right) \, dt,
\]

\[C_\psi = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |\hat{\psi}(\omega)|^2 \, d\omega / |a|,
\]

where \( W(a,b) \) is the function that defines the wavelet spectrum, with the variables \( a \) and \( b \) setting the expansion and shift to cover the speech signal with wavelets; \( a_i, b_i \) are control parameters that allow you to change the scale and move the image; \( C_\psi \) is the normalization factor; \( \hat{\psi}(\omega) \) is the Fourier image of the base wavelet [9].

The noise-distorted speech signal is filtered by thresholding the wavelet spectrum:

\[W'(a,b) = W(a,b) \Phi \left( |W(a,b)| - f \right),
\]

\[\Phi(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & x > 0 \\ 0, & x \leq 0 \end{cases},
\]

where \( \Phi(x) \) is the Heavyside function, \( f \) is the noise reduction level.

After replacing \( W(a,b) \) with \( W'(a,b) \) in (1), a filtered speech signal is formed. Formulas (1) and (2) form the basis of the mathematical model of wavelet filtering of speech signals [10], [11].

The problem is to minimize the error of finding the optimal value of \( f \) in the task of filtering speech signals, which will reduce the risk of false zeroing of informative wavelet coefficients and thus prevent distortion of the speech signal during thresholding.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method of adaptive wavelet filtering of speech signals based on Daubechies filters with minimization of errors in finding optimal thresholds is similar to the estimation of speech signals by averaging it with a kernel that is locally adapted to the smoothness of the signal. In this case, a set of coupled mirror filters decomposes the speech signal in a discrete domain according to the orthogonal Daubechies wavelet basis \( \{\psi_{j,m}\} \) into several frequency bands.

To calculate the coefficients of the generating Daubechies wavelet filter of the \( n \) order, it is necessary to specify only the number of zero moments of the wavelet function \( N \), that is, the order of the function is determined by the number of zero moments, and therefore \( N = n \).

Then the calculation of the Daubechies wavelet filter is determined by the search for the coefficients of the polynomial

\[P_k = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left( \frac{1}{2} - i \right), \quad k = 1, \ldots, N,
\]

which for all values of \( k \neq i \) form a vector \( P = [P_0, 0, P_1, 0, \ldots, 0, P_1, 0, P_2, 0, \ldots, 0, P_2] \), length \( 4N - 1 \) [12].

Then the vector of coefficients of the polynomial \( P \) is converted to the following form

\[P = \begin{bmatrix} P_0 \\ P_1 \\ \vdots \\ P_{N-1} \end{bmatrix},
\]

length \( L = 4N - 2 \).
Let's form a square matrix $A$ of order $L$

$$
A_L = \begin{pmatrix}
-P_1 & -P_2 & \ldots & -P_{L-1} & -P_L \\
1 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & \ldots & 0 & 0 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots \\
0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix},
$$

where the first row of the matrix $A_L$ defines the coefficients of the characteristic equation, which has the form

$$
\lambda^L - P_L\lambda^{L-1} - P_2\lambda^{L-2} - \ldots - P_{L-1}\lambda - P_L = 0,
$$

where the roots $\lambda_{1,\ldots,L}$ of this equation are the eigenvalues of the matrix $A_L$. The order of the square matrix $A_L$ is always a multiple of two since $L = 4N - 2$.

By solving this equation using one of the numerical methods (half-division, combined, iteration, etc.), we find the roots $\lambda_{1,\ldots,L}$ of this equation and thus form the vector $\lambda$ of the eigenvalues of the matrix $A_L$

$$
\lambda = (\lambda_1 \ldots \lambda_L).
$$

So, having a pre-formed vector of roots $\lambda_{1,\ldots,L}$ of a polynomial, we calculate the vector of coefficients of this polynomial according to the expression

$$
P_k = P_k - \lambda_j P_i,
$$

where in cases where $j = 1, \ldots, J$, then, $k = 2, \ldots, j+1$, $i = 1, \ldots, j$, and the initial values of the coefficients correspond to the vector

$$
P = (P_1 \ P_2 \ \ldots \ \ P_{J+1}),
$$

length $J+1 = 2N$, where $P_1 = 1$, $P_2, \ldots, P_{J+1} = 0$.

The normalization of the coefficients of the generating Daubechies wavelet filter of the $n$ th order is carried out as follows

$$
P_k = S_n \frac{P_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{2N} P_k},
$$

where $k = 1, \ldots, 2N$, forming the resulting vector of normalized coefficients

$$
P = (P_1 \ \ldots \ \ P_{2N}),
$$

in such a way that the sum of the coefficients $\sum_{k=1}^{2N} P_k$ is equal to $S_n$, i.e. if $S_n = 1$, then $\sum_{k=1}^{2N} P_k = 1$.

Thus, the output of the above transformations is a vector of coefficients of the generating Daubechies wavelet filter of the $n$ order, where the normalization procedure is applied [13].

Based on the analysis of existing publications, it is advisable to use the generating Daubechies wavelet function of at least the 12th order, i.e., $N = 12$, as derived values $P$ of the coefficients of the Daubechies wavelet filter in speech signal filtering tasks, which is confirmed by the graph of cumulative sums in Fig. 1 (b).

Below are the coefficients of the 18th-order Daubechies generating wavelet filter and its cumulative sums of the squares of the coefficients found using the above algorithm (Fig. 1).

Notice how fast the cumulative sum of the Daubechies filter grows (Fig. 1b).

This is because its energy is concentrated on small abscissa. Since the Daubechies wavelet has an extreme phase, the cumulative sum of its coefficient squares grows at a rapid rate, which makes this family of wavelet filters attractive for use in speech signal processing tasks.

![Fig. 1. The coefficients of the generating Daubechies wavelet filter of the 18th order (a) and its cumulative sums of squares of coefficients (b)](image)
Thus, the coefficients of the orthogonal Daubechies low-pass wavelet filter for the inverse discrete wavelet transform are determined as follows

\[ R = \sqrt{2}(P_1 \ldots P_{2N}), \]

of length 2N, then the coefficients of the orthogonal low-pass Daubechies wavelet filter for the direct discrete wavelet transform are determined by

\[ D = (R_{2N} \ldots R_1), \]

corresponding to the inversion of the coefficients \( R \).

The coefficients of the orthogonal Daubechies high-pass wavelet filter for the inverse discrete wavelet transform are determined by calculating the quadrature-mirror filter as follows

\[ W = (R_{2N} - R_{2N-3}, R_{2N-2} - R_{2N-3} \ldots - R_4 R_3 - R_2 R_1), \]

Then the coefficients of the orthogonal Daubechies high-pass wavelet filter for the direct discrete wavelet transform are determined by

\[ V = (W_{2N} \ldots W_1), \]

corresponding to the inversion of the coefficients \( W \).

Thus, we obtained the vectors of values \( D \) and \( V \), as well as \( R \) and \( W \), which correspond to the coefficients of the orthogonal Daubechies low-pass and high-pass wavelet filters for the direct and inverse discrete wavelet transform.

As an example, let’s show the coefficients of orthogonal wavelet filters based on the 18th-order Daubechies generating wavelet filter found by the above method (Fig. 2).

Since the speech signal is a non-stationary random process, it was proposed to use a discrete wavelet transform to process it, which receives samples of the speech signal as input and generates wavelet coefficients as output [15].

Let us turn to the diagram shown in Fig. 3a. The speech signal \( f(k) \) is fed to the low-pass filter \( D \) and the high-pass filter \( V \) Daubechies, where convolution (digital filtering) is calculated according to the formula:

\[ y(k) = \sum_{l=0}^{2n-1} f(k)q(k-l), \]

where 2n is the number of samples of the impulse response of the Daubechies wavelet filter \( q(k) \). Accordingly, the output of the filters will be the high-frequency \( y_h(k) \) and low-frequency \( y_L(k) \) components of the speech signal. During the transition from the current level of wavelet decomposition to the next, decimation \( \downarrow 2 \) with a factor of 2 is performed, i.e., thinning the signals at the filter output by half, after which the wavelet coefficients of approximation \( a_i \) and detail \( d_i \) are formed.
At the next level of decomposition, instead of the speech signal \( f(k) \), the wavelet coefficients of approximation \( a_i \) are fed to \( D \) and \( V \), while the wavelet coefficients of detail \( d_i \) remain unchanged.

The scheme shown in Fig. 3b performs wavelet reconstruction of the speech signal. This procedure uses interpolation operations \( \uparrow 2 \) and filtering with Daubechies reconstruction filters \( R \) and \( W \). The interpolation operation with factor 2, the inverse of decimation with factor 2, is performed by doubling the number of components by adding zero components.

When \( \oplus \) adds up the signals received at the output of \( R \) and \( W \) at all levels, the speech signal is reconstructed at the original level.

Noise reduction of speech signals is performed as a complete cutoff of the wavelet transform coefficients based on the assumption that their low-amplitude values are noise.

Thus, in the Daubechies wavelet basis, where coefficients with large amplitudes correspond to abrupt changes in the speech signal, such processing preserves only the intermittent components originating from the input speech signal without adding other components caused by noise.

In general, by equating small coefficients to zero, we perform adaptive smoothing that depends on the smoothness of the input speech signal \( f(t) \). By keeping the coefficients of large amplitude, we avoid smoothing out sharp drops and preserve local features. Performing this procedure on several scales leads to a gradual reduction of the noise effect on both piecewise smooth and discontinuous parts of the speech signal.

Each speech signal represented in a discrete form has a certain percentage of significant wavelet coefficients \( \{ f, \psi_{j,m} \} \), which increases with the scale of wavelet decomposition \( a^j \). This fact is explained by the fact that the low-frequency component of the speech signal generates a smaller number of wavelet coefficients of large amplitude, while the number of wavelet coefficients of the high-frequency component of the speech signal with small amplitude increases at the levels. If the value of \( a^j \) is large, the threshold \( T \) should be increased to filter out the wavelet coefficients of small amplitude at all levels of decomposition [16].

Thus, to solve the problem of adaptive noise removal, it is necessary to perform adaptive generation of micro-local thresholds, which will reduce the effect of additive noise on the pure form of the speech signal, and preserve significant wavelet coefficients of large amplitude that characterize the local features of the speech signal.

Let us represent the model of the speech signal \( f(t) \) distorted by additive noise as

\[
X(t) = f(t) + \eta(t) .
\]

Then, when such a signal is decomposed by a set of conjugate mirror filters on a discrete orthogonal Dobschy basis \( \{ \psi_m \} \) gives:

\[
WX[m] = \langle X, \psi_m \rangle,
\]

\[
Wf[m] = \langle f, \psi_m \rangle ,
\]

\[
W\eta[m] = \langle \eta, \psi_m \rangle .
\]

The scalar product (1) from \( \psi_m \) gives

\[
WX[m] = Wf[m] + W\eta[m] .
\]

This means that the noise model does not depend on the decomposition basis and remains the same in it as in the input speech signal.

Let's introduce a linear operator \( D \) that evaluates \( Wf[m] \) against \( WX[m] \) using the function \( d_m(x) \). The resulting estimate is

\[
\tilde{F} = DX = \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} d_m(WX[m])\psi_m .
\]
When \( d_n(x) \) is a threshold function, the risk of this assessment can be minimized.

Threshold filtering is performed using a threshold function (Fig. 4), which is set as follows:
\[
d_n(x) = \rho_T(x) = \begin{cases} x, & \text{if } |x| > T, \\ 0, & \text{if } |x| \leq T, \end{cases}
\]
and removes all wavelet coefficients whose amplitude is below the set threshold \( T \).

![Graph of linear dependence](image)

In the Daubechies wavelet basis, the coefficients of large amplitude correspond to discontinuities in the speech signal and its abrupt changes. This means that the estimation preserves only irregular components that originate from the input speech signal in the decomposition, without adding parasitic bursts caused by noise.

The threshold should be chosen adaptively and be slightly larger than the maximum noise level. That is, the values of \( |WX[m]| \) should be more likely to be less than \( T \). This is how the minimum risk level in threshold wavelet filtering of speech signals is achieved [17].

Let \( \tilde{r}(x,T) \) be the risk of the threshold estimate computed with the threshold \( T \). Then the estimate \( \tilde{r}(x,T) \) of the risk \( r(x,T) \) should be calculated from the speech signal \( X(t) \), which is distorted by noise. The value of the threshold \( T \) in this case is optimized by minimizing \( \tilde{r}(x,T) \).

To find the value of \( \tilde{r} \) that minimizes the estimate of \( \tilde{r}(x,T) \), \( N \) of the coefficients of the data \( WX[m] \) are sorted by decreasing amplitude. Then, the wavelet decomposition coefficients ranked in this way form an ordered set \( \{WX[k]\}_{k \leq N} \), where any \( WX[k] = WX[m_k] \) is the corresponding coefficient of rank \( k \):
\[
|WX[k]| \geq |WX[k+1]|. 
\]

Let \( l \) be some index such that \( |WX[l]| \leq T < |WX[l-1]| \), then we can assume
\[
\tilde{r}(f,T) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} |WX[k]| - (N-l)\sigma^2 + l(\sigma^2 + T^2), \quad (4)
\]
where \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance of the noise component.

Then to minimize \( \tilde{r}(x,T) \), you must choose \( T = |WX[l]| \).

The variance \( \sigma^2 \) of the noise \( \eta[n] \) can be determined from the data in (3), for which it is necessary to suppress the influence of \( f[n] \), such a rough estimate can be made using the average values of the wavelet coefficients of the smallest scale.

This statement is due to the fact that at each level of the wavelet decomposition of the input speech signal \( X(t) \) of length \( N \), the set of values \( \{X, \psi_m\}_{0 \leq m \leq N/2} \) is finite and has only a few coefficients of large amplitude. Therefore, for most parts of \( \{X, \psi_m\} \approx \{\eta, \psi_m\} \) [18].

Then, if \( M_x \) is the median of the set \( \{X, \psi_m\}_{0 \leq m \leq N/2} \), then a rough estimate of the variance \( \sigma^2 \) of the noise \( \eta \) is estimated by \( M_x \), neglecting the influence of \( f[n] \):
\[
\hat{\sigma} = \frac{M_x}{0.6745}. \quad (5)
\]

Next, we show the results of modeling the proposed method of adaptive wavelet filtering of speech signals based on Daubechies filters with minimizing errors in finding optimal thresholds (Fig. 5).

Thus, the adaptive noise reduction procedure based on wavelet decomposition coefficients can be performed as follows:

1) Calculating the estimate \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) of the noise variance \( \sigma^2 \) using the median formula (5) at the smallest scale of decomposition;

2) Calculating the threshold \( T_j \) for each level of decomposition \( j \) with risk minimization (4);

3) Thresholding of the wavelet decomposition coefficients by the obtained threshold for each scale level \( a_j \).
speech denoising method based on improved adaptive thresholds based on Daubechies wavelet method of wavelet filtering of speech signals with mean square error, or signal-to-normalized or peak root mean square estimates, root threshold values both for the entire speech signal will allow controlling the limits of change incurred at this stage. The scheme of thresholding can be reduced to a micro scheme, in which the threshold is generated for each wavelet coefficient separately.

As an additional stage of optimization of the proposed method of speech signal denoising under uncertainty, we can use the estimation of losses incurred at this stage. The use of the loss estimate will allow controlling the limits of change in threshold values both for the entire speech signal and within individual segments. It is proposed to use normalized or peak root mean square estimates, root mean square error, or signal-to-noise ratio as such estimates.

Thus, as a result of the work carried out, we have proved the feasibility of developing the above method of wavelet filtering of speech signals with adaptive thresholds based on Daubechies wavelet analysis, which minimizes the loss of speech intelligibility and allows for noise removal depending on the properties and physical nature of the data being processed. We also propose an algorithm that performs adaptive noise removal based on the above method, and suggest ways to control the method, ways to modify it, and further improve its efficiency.
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У статті розглядається проблематика адаптивної вейвлет-фільтрації мовних сигналів на основі фільтрів Добеш з мінімізацією помилок знаходження оптимальних порогових значень. Проведення таких процедур на кількох масштабах веде до поступового зменшення впливу шуму як на кусочно-гладких, так і на розрівних ділянках мовного сигналу. З метою зниження впливу адитивного шуму на чисту форму мовного сигналу, і зберегти значущі вейвлет-коефіцієнти великої амплітуди, які характеризують локальні особливості мовного сигналу. Таким чином, в результаті проведеної роботи було доведено доцільність розробки представлених методів вейвлет-фільтрації мовних сигналів адаптивними порогами на основі вейвлет-аналізу Добеші, що дозволяє проводити операцію шумоочищення залежно від властивостей та фізичної природи даних, що обробляються.

Ключові слова: мовні сигнали; фільтрація мовних сигналів; адаптивна вейвлет-фільтрація; вейвлет-перетворення; вейвлет-коефіцієнти; порогова обробка вейвлет-коефіцієнтів; оптимальні значення порогів.
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